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Children’s books

New Series

The DUSTY DIGGERS
A non-fiction series on important
archaeological discoveries, explained for
children
______________________________________________

WHAT DO THE VOLUMES CONVEY?
This series on significant archaeological finds in
Germany and Europe is an inspiration for children to
get involved in the "adventure of history". An
important find is used to shed light on a particular
epoch. All finds in this series have an exciting
history of discovery. These exciting stories
encourage interest in archaeology and in important
cultural treasures in Europe. One aim of the new
book series is to awaken children's understanding
that research, reconstruction, digging etc. are not
dust-dry matters. The expedition handbook offers
many motivational tips for this: Mind travelling,
questions, puzzles and funny illustrations invite
children to think along with them and to get involved
in the search for clues.

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 -----

WHO IS THIS CHILDREN’S BOOK SERIES FOR?
The volumes in the DUSTY DIGGERS series are for
adventurous, inquisitive children (and those, who
want to become it) between 8 and 10 years old.
Even those who don't like reading will find it an
easily accessible, funny material that is
contemporary and reads as excitingly as a detective
novel. Children are involved in these stories and
turn themselves into DUSTY DIGGERS, become
active, go on tour together and experience
archaeological adventures.

The message: anyone can be a DUSTY DIGGER!
Each volume in the series creates an identification
offer to convey this. The DUSTY DIGGERS are a
cool group that invites readers to join in, following
the motto: don't be a couch potato, be DUSTY and
DIG! Read this book! Learn all about great
archaeological discoveries!

www.seemann-henschel.de

THE CONTENTS OF VOLUMES 1 TO 3
Vol. 1: On the Hunt for the Raddest Pizza of the
Bronze Age. The Secret of the Nebra Sky Disk
Content of Vol. 1, see next page

Vol. 2: Caws from Prehistoric Times. The Secret
of the Archaeopteryx (Autumn 2021)
Every child knows the archaeopteryx. But hardly
anyone has any idea under what exciting
circumstances its petrified skeleton was discovered
in the quarry of Solnhofen, Bavaria, and then, only
through detours, got into the hands of scientists.

Vol. 3: Wild Vikings in Sight. The Secret of
Haithabu (Spring 2022)
Haithabu was an important Viking settlement in
northern Germany from the 8th to the 11th century.
The city was a major lively trading centre and the
home of many people. Children learn how this ancient
site was lost, abandoned, completely forgotten for 800
years and rediscovered from 1900 onwards.

Even as a child, Silke Vry was
fascinated by excavations and all
the discoveries that explorers and
archaeologists
can
make
underground. Later she studied
archaeology and took part in many
excavations. In her books she
loves to give children a chance to
experience the knowledge she has
discovered about the excavated
treasures of times long past.

Marie Geißler has been drawing
for as long as she can remember,
and preferably for children. With
her cheeky yet loving illustrations,
she wants to help children to
acquire complex knowledge about
the world of the past. Her
characters
are
contemporary
identification offers for all young
readers of the Dusty Diggers
series.

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 -----

Barbara Hinz is a passionate
communication designer who gives
a visual form to exciting content.
With many intercultural graphic
projects she has playfully inspired
children to discover new worlds
and topics. She now helps the
Dusty Diggers to combine the
exciting stories of the past with the
interests of today.

www.seemann-henschel.de

On the Hunt for the
Raddest Pizza of the
Bronze Age
The Secrets of the Nebra Sky
Disk
______________________________________________

DUSTY DIGGERS Series: The First Volume
Treasure hunt in Germany: The true story of the
discovery of the Nebra Sky Disk reads like a thriller.
For over 3000 years, the gilded bronze had been
buried in a forest together with swords, hatchets and
bracelets. When discovered, it became entangled in
a thrilling crime story.
Two daring robbers, Rüdiger and Ronny, find this
treasure with the help of a metal detector and the
exciting story about the disk begins.
In a very enjoyable and amusing way, children learn
how the Nebra Sky Disk was tracked down by the
police in Switzerland and came into the possession
of a German museum in Halle.
• The Nebra sky disk features the oldest
concrete depiction of the cosmos yet known
from anywhere in the world. In June 2013 it was
included in the UNESCO Memory of the World
Register
• In 2021, the Nebra sky disk will be on display at
the British Museum in London
• The hunt for a treasure worth millions: An
entertaining children's non-fiction book with
exciting information on the history of the
discovery, the exploration and the story of the
Nebra Sky Disk
• Cool and funny story, thrilling like a detective
novel
• Exciting factual information about life in the
Bronze Age

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE
150 mm x 200 mm (5.9 x 7.8 inches)
PAGES
72 pages
AGE GROUP
8+
TEXT
approx. 12.000 words
ILLUSTRATIONS
fully illustrated
BINDING
hardcover
PUBLICATION DATE
March 2021
RIGHTS
Worldwide

Please contact Caroline Keller
keller@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 -----
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Silke Vry

Croaking from the
prehistoric times
The Mystery of the Prehistoric Bird
Archaeopteryx
Children’s thriller about the discovery of
the mysterious prehistoric bird
In the second volume of the Dusty Diggers series,
everything revolves around the prehistoric bird
Archaeopteryx and an exciting search for dinosaur
tracks. It all began in 1861, when a quarryman in
Solnhofen, Bavaria, made a sensational discovery.
Staring out at him from a limestone was a strange
creature. Although the animal didn't look much
more spectacular than a gnawed-off soup chicken,
it quickly became clear that the feathered fossil
must have come from the dinosaur age. What was
this creature that had been preserved in the stone
for over 150 million years? An early bird? A dinosaur with wings? An unbelievable story took its
course and numerous scientists were eager to
solve the mystery from prehistoric times. This
much was certain: this was not just any fossil, but
something quite incredible - a dinosaur and a bird
at the same time. On the trail of Charles Darwin's
theory of evolution!
This multi-volume series on the most significant
archaeological finds in the world is an inspiration
for children to embark on the adventure of history.
With these books, we tell stories from prehistoric
to modern times. Exciting stories encourage interest in archaeology and significant cultural treasures.
• Children's thriller about the sensational discovery of the flying dinosaur.
• About fossil hunters, desperate scientists
and other weird birds
• Everything important about prehistory vividly
conveyed
• The basics about Charles Darwin and his
theory of evolution explained in an understandable way
• With tips and tricks for little archaeologists

THE AUTHOR
SILKE VRY teaches children at the elementary
school, she studied classical archaeology, art history and folklore in Kiel, Frankfurt and Berlin. Several years of excavation stays in Jordan and Syria
as well as excavation work in Germany; collaboration with the Museum Service as well as with the
Children's Museum Hamburg; since fall 2007
teaching at elementary schools.
She has already published several children's
books.

THE ILLUSTRATOR
MARIE GEISSLER is an illustrator and graphic designer. She studied Visual Communication at the
Bauhaus University in Weimar and at the Universidad Politécnica de Valencia in Spain. Since 2009
she lives with her family in Berlin and works for
various publishers and agencies such as Beltz &
Gelberg, Cornelsen and Jaja Verlag.

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE
150 mm x 200 mm (5.9 x 7.8 inches)
PAGES 72 pages
AGE GROUP 8+
TEXT approx. 12.000 words
ILLUSTRATIONS fully illustrated
BINDING hardcover
PUBLICATION DATE March 2021
RIGHTS Worldwide

Please contact Caroline Keller
keller@seemann-henschel.de
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Theater, Dance, Music
Artist biographies

Dorothee Gelhard

That’s Ballet!
50 questions – 50 answers
Ballet is magic
What is ballet? What fascinates us about it? 50
questions and answers about one of the most
beautiful art forms in the world prove the magic
and poetry of dance in clever texts and impressively touching illustrations. Many know and love ballet
- but who can say why ballerinas actually dance on
pointe and wear a white tutu? What individual gestures and foot positions mean? And whether
swans really die in ballet? How does ballet become
danced poetry, what do choreographers do, why
are Vaclav Nijinsky and a faun so important?
This unique book conveys the history and present
of ballet in the form of concisely posed questions
and entertainingly narrated answers. It shares the
greatest triumphs and the greatest scandals in
ballet, immerses us in its exciting history. And it
shows that ballet has arrived in the modern age: it
has become political, dances messages, and examines itself in terms of its significance for the
culture of the 21st century.
After the award-winning title "This is the Bauhaus!"
("Most Beautiful German Books" / Stiftung
Buchkunst), the graphic design team of Bureau
Est, together with illustrator Camille Deschiens,
presents this breathtakingly beautifully illustrated,
witty and creative volume that will delight everyone: ballet fans as well as readers who love beautifully designed, "different" books on cultural history.
• A wonderful book about a wonderful art
• Unique, insightful and entertaining
• Designed by the award-winning graphic design studio Bureau Est

THE ILLUSTRATOR
CAMILLE DESCHIENS studied illustration at the
HEAR (Haute école des arts du Rhin) in Strasbourg, one of the most prestigious art schools in
France. She has already worked for French magazines and various internet media, while publishing
books of her own design (e.g. "Graminées" on creativity, "Sulo" on ecological puzzles, and a book on
women artists).

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
160 mm x 215 mm (appr. 6.3 x 8.5 inches)
PAGES: 200
TEXT:
48,900 words
318,000 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: fully illustrated
BINDING: hardcover (flushcut with color cut)

THE AUTHOR

PUBLICATION DATE: 2021 (November)

DOROTHEE GELHARD is teaching comparative
literature at the University of Regensburg, where
she has introduced a focus on dance studies. In
addition, she regularly gives seminars on "Dance
History" and "Ballet and Other Arts."

RIGHTS: worldwide
Please contact Sabine Melchert
sabine.melchert@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.seemann-henschel.de
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Vladimir Klos

Ups And Downs
My Life, One Single Dance
The ballet miracle from Prague
Vladimir Klos is convinced: he inherited his love of
theater and music from his mother. And it was her
who gave him the urgent advice to flee after the
violent suppression of the Prager Frühling. On
August 20, 1968, at the age of 22, he left behind
his family, friends and fellow artists and fled to
Germany.
In the same year he was engaged by John Cranko
at the Stuttgart Ballet. Beginning in 1973 as a soloist and later as first principal dancer with the legendary company, he contributed significantly to
the “Stuttgart Ballet Miracle” in many leading
roles. He worked with Sir Kenneth MacMillan, John
Neumeier and many others.
The Stuttgart period, however, is also a love story:
he and prima ballerina Birgit Keil built a longstanding partnership in private and on stage. His
pas de deux with her from “Swan Lake” in John
Cranko's choreography is part of ballet history.
• one of the most important epochs of ballet
from a very personal perspective
• moving life story of a protagonist of the
“Stuttgart Ballet Miracle”
• closely narrated and richly illustrated autobiography of the exceptional dancer

THE AUTHOR
VLADIMIR KLOS, born in 1946, was trained as a
dancer in Prague. From 1968 to 1996 he was a
member of the Stuttgart Ballet, from 1972 as soloist, from 1973 as first soloist. After ending his active career, he taught as a professor at the Academy of Dance Mannheim until 2019.

PRESS
"It succeeds [...] exquisitely not only to sum up the
series of artistic triumphs and professional highlights to a radiant balance, but to shape these stations with [...] lively portraits and affectionate details to an extremely readable [...], very personal
description of the way [...].”
Rüdiger Krohn, Badische Neueste Nachrichten
“A dancer who draws strength from low blows [...]:
The suppression of the Prague Spring, the consequences of the Cold War: Klos does not leave out
how politics influences a life; thus his autobiography also becomes a document of the times worth
reading. [...] In addition to the well-known ballet
miracle story, Vladimir Klos [...] tells of a life with
highs, lows and many perfect moments.”
Andrea Kachelrieß, Stuttgarter Zeitung

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
170 mm x 240 mm (appr. 6.7 x 9.4 inches)
PAGES: 232
TEXT:
45,300 words
304,000 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: 140 images

THE CO-AUTHOR
SILKE MEIER-BRÖSICKE studied musicology, Hispanic studies and theatre studies in Leipzig and
Berlin. Engagements as dramaturg, stage manager
and assistant director took her to various big German stages. She is dance dramaturge and company manager at the Staatstheater Kassel now.

BINDING: hardcover
PUBLICATION DATE: 2021
RIGHTS: worldwide
Please contact Sabine Melchert
sabine.melchert@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.seemann-henschel.de






Ralf Stabel

THE AUTHOR

Palucca

RALF STABEL worked as a dance critic, taught as a
dance scholar at the Palucca Schule Dresden and
at the Hochschule für Schauspielkunst "Ernst
Busch" Berlin, is professor of dance dramaturgy
and dance history, and directed the Staatliche
Ballettschule Berlin and Schule für Artistik. His
biographies on Palucca and Alexander von Swaine
have been published by Henschel. He has reedited Jean Georges Noverre’s “Letters on the Art
of Dance” in today's German and made public the
entanglement of dance and the secret service in
the GDR with his book “IM Tänzer”.

Her life, her dance
Biography of a strong woman and famous
dancer
Gret Palucca remains an icon of modern dance to
this day. A century ago, the impetuous girl Gretel
Paluka set out to reimagine dance space - even
pulling chandeliers from the ceiling in the process.
Originally trained in ballet, only a short time later
her name, which she changed to Palucca, stood for
a completely new program and an expressive
dance that made a name for itself especially with
its tremendous leaps and carried contemporaries
to storms of enthusiasm.
Palucca studied with Mary Wigman, danced in
front of Bauhaus artists, took the leap into
modernism and influenced other dance styles,
dance theater and contemporary dance in general until today.
Whether as an active artist of Jewish origin under
the Nazi regime or as the founder of a private
dance school in the GDR: for all her successes, she
also had to make concessions and accept defeats.
What remains is the memory of a woman who is
one of the most interesting and contentious German artists of the 20th century. With this clever
and moving biography the personal encounter with
her succeeds.

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
130 mm x 190 mm (appr. 5.1 x 7.5 inches)
PAGES: 176

•

•

•
•

•

Moving and compact biography of Palucca
with many photos, some previously unpublished
Contemporary witness of a century: her
dance and life in the Weimar Republic, in the
Third Reich, in the Soviet occupation zone
and in the GDR
Artistic influences of Mary Wigman and the
Bauhaus artists
Palucca as a passionate dancer and dance
teacher between adaptation and inappropriateness
With many interesting insights into the
emergence of modern dance

TEXT:
appr. 53,000 words
appr. 310,000 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: 29 b/w illustrations
BINDING: brochure
PUBLICATION DATE: 2019
RIGHTS: worldwide

Please contact Sabine Melchert
sabine.melchert@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.seemann-henschel.de
















Michael Töteberg (Editor)

•

Babylon Berlin
To be continued: The ultimate photographybook covering Babylon Berlin’s third season.
THE BOOK:
Berlin 1929. Murder on the film-set, right in
front of the camera. The money for the movieproduction comes directly from a big boss of
the Berlin unterworld. Obviously someone
wants to harm the Armenian. More and more of
the film-set’s actors fear to become victims of
the mysterious phantom-killer. A case for
Commissioner Gereon Rath, supported by
Charlotte Ritter.
The novels of Volker Kutscher became
bestsellers and the TV-series that followed
inspired millions of fans. With Babylon Berlin,
the directors Tom Tykwer, Achim von Borries
and Hendrik Handloegten deliver an exciting
portray of this seething metropolis during the
1920s, where political conflicts, social tensions
and decadent nightlife strive to coexist. After
the first two seasons there was no doubt:
Babylon Berlin must be continued!
This volume dares to take a look behind the
scenes, traces the main plot lines of the series
and discusses thematic focuses such as
historical models from the series itself and the
third season. With a foreword by directors Tom
Tykwer, Achim von Borries and Hendrik
Handloegten, exclusive background material
on the production and pictures behind the
scenes by Frédéric Batier and Joachim Gern,
who have been on the set with the series for
years.
•

•
•

official illustrated book of the most expensive and most beautiful TV-series in
the history of German television
includes foreword by the directors
a must-have for fans of the series

background information on the Berlin of
the Weimar Republic, the beginnings of
German cinema and Volker Kutscher's
novels

THE EDITOR:
Michael Töteberg (born 1951), literary agent
for film rights, film historian and publicist.
Publications on Fritz Lang and Rainer Werner
Fassbinder, among others. Publisher of numerous film books, including Fatih Akin and
Tom Tykwer.
THE PHOTOGRAHERS:
Joachim Gern, photographer in Berlin, focussing on fashion and portraits - actors, directors
and writers. Publications in magazines, newspapers and books, among others he accompanied Daniel Brühl for „Ein Tag in Barcelona“.
Frédéric Batier, photographer in Berlin, born in
Paris. He accompanied Rammstein on tour,
worked also as a camera assistant and still
photographer, among other things on the new
film version of „Berlin Alexanderplatz“.
TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
270 mm x 270 mm (appr. 10.6 x 10.6 inches)
PAGES: 352
TEXT:
51462 words
342357 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: 389 b/w photographs
BINDING: hardcover with dust jacket
PUBLICATION DATE: September 2020
RIGHTS: worldwide

Please contact Peggy Sasse
psasse@zweitausendeins.de

© Zweitausendeins, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.zweitausendeins.de
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Hagen Kunze

Singing Of Life
Biography of the music metropolis
Leipzig
Why did Leipzig attract so many artists, composers, musicians from all over the world? Why does
European music history culminate in Leipzig?
Eight centuries of cultural history come together to
form a colorful mosaic, ranging from the birth of
the legendary Thomanerchor and first opera performances to the so called Beatdemo in 1965 and
Passion performances via live stream in the 21st
century.
“Singing Of Life” lets you dive into the music and
culture of times past and present, tells of freezing
singers in front of the town houses, of Johann
Sebastian Bach’s “burnout” and of the devastation
in war times as well as of hope and new inspiration.
Sometimes there is only a blink of an eye between
a glorious past and missed opportunities, between
the greatest triumph and personal tragedy. This is
proven by the stories told in this book, about artists such as Clara and Robert Schumann, Max Reger, Gustav Mahler, Richard Wagner, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and many more.
The torn 20th century, life and death of culture in
the Third Reich, the difficult new beginning after
the Second World War and the Friedliche Revolution are also part of it.
Finally, on Good Friday in 2020, a worldwide
broadcast of Bach’s Passion performance brings
musicians, singers and audiences all over the
world together. So music is indeed the “singing of
life” (Gesang vom Leben), as in the large ceiling
painting of the same name by Sighard Gille in the
Gewandhaus.
•
•
•

•

knowledgeable and easily narrated book
about music making in eight centuries
stories of triumph and tragedy among musicians, Thomaskantors, conductors
everyday life of Johann Sebastian Bach,
Clara and Robert Schumann, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and many others
mirror of European culture and music from
the 12th to the 21st century

THE AUTHOR
HAGEN KUNZE teaches history and performing
arts, gives concert introductions, writes programs
for orchestras throughout Europe and works as
music journalist for different newspapers and
magazines. He already published various successful books about music.

PRESS
“The author also reports on the swing of the Nazi
era, the first Rammstein concert in front of an audience of forty, and the performance of the 'St.
John Passion' in the Corona year 2020 in his highly
readable biography, after reading which one no
longer doubts the city's importance for music.”
Sören Ingwersen, Concerti
“Accessibly written biography with the right mix of
anecdotes and expertise.”
Nicole Strecker, Treffpunkt Klassik, SWR2

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
135 mm x 215 mm (appr. 5.3 x 8.5 inches)
PAGES: 334
TEXT:
appr. 93,000 words
appr. 600,000 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: dust jacket and 3 inside, free
BINDING: hardcover with printed dust jacket
PUBLICATION DATE: 2021
RIGHTS: worldwide
Please contact Sabine Melchert
sabine.melchert@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.seemann-henschel.de
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Theater, Dance, Music
Education & Teaching

Judith Frege

Ballet training according
to the Vaganova method
The textbook for classical dance
(Volume I) Training years 1 to 3
Teaching ballet successfully
Ballet is a classical dance with many individually
acquired and complex movements, which can only
be brought to perfection through persistent and
well-prepared training. Ballet makes high demands
on the ballet teacher who wants to teach successfully and in a contemporary way.
Almost 100 years ago, the visionary ballet teacher
Agrippina Vaganova set down her method which is
still the basis for training at all ballet schools and
academies worldwide. The entire movement vocabulary of classical-academic dance is described
and worked out element by element by Vaganova.
The author Judith Frege is convinced the Vaganova method is the best teaching method, but needs
a modern dance pedagogical approach.
Students and ballet teachers are now provided
with an indispensable textbook: For the first time,
the Vaganova methodology is prepared in a decided and structured way for years 1 to 3 of training
(and afterwards years 4 to 8 in volume 2) – with
step-by-step instructions to all basic exercises,
movements and positions including an explanation
of the terms. In addition, the book is supplemented
by warm-up and stretching exercises, advices for
the right correction, on musical accompaniment
and creating a good class atmosphere.
•
•
•

•

finally: the Vaganova method in a practical
textbook of the 21st century
the richly illustrated workbook for all ballet
teachers
the methodology of classical-academic
dance in a didactic-smart structure and in a
holistic, anatomically correct way
with approx. 350 photos, incl. glossary and
bibliography

THE AUTHOR
JUDITH FREGE, born in 1953, Frege trained as a
dancer at the Folkwang University of the Arts in
Essen and for a year at the Opéra de Monaco in
Monte Carlo. During her active time as a dancer
from 1971 to 1996, she had engagements with the
Hamburg Ballet, the Stuttgart Ballet and the
Deutsche Oper. She then studied dance pedagogy
in Cologne for four semesters and graduated with
a diploma. Today she runs the state-approved
supplementary school Tanzloft Berlin. She is the
head of training in dance pedagogy and regularly
holds pedagogical seminars.

TRIMMED PAGE SIZE:
170 mm x 240 mm (appr. 6.7 x 9.4 inches)
PAGES: 334
TEXT:
appr. 56,000 words
appr. 350,000 characters incl. spaces
ILLUSTRATIONS: 350 b/w illustrations
BINDING: hardcover
PUBLICATION DATE: 2022 (February)
RIGHTS: worldwide

Please contact Sabine Melchert
sabine.melchert@seemann-henschel.de

© E. A. Seemann Henschel, Leipzig 2020 ----- www.seemann-henschel.de


























































